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From Our President
Should I mention the weather?? If you are from the prairies, I know it’s all we talk
about and this winter it’s been cold, cold, cold! I’m feeding my young dogs that
spend quite a bit of time outside, 3 times their normal food rations. They’re
burning it oﬀ staying warm. Don’t panic. There are insulated dog houses for them
in the yard, they spend the day in the kennel, and the night in my bedroom, so
they’re fine!

I’ve just started adding probiotics to their food (after a Facebook discussion) and
I’ve been assured that they will get 15% more nutritional value from their food. I’ll
let you know how it goes!

I think the big news of the season is the ruling in the first animal cruelty charge
laid against a breeder for docking tails.

Debbie Baggs, an unregistered Boxer breeder from Nova Scotia was charged with
Animal Cruelty under the Animal Cruelty Act of Nova Scotia.

PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS

21 (1) No person shall cause an animal to be in distress.

(2) No owner of an animal or person in charge of an animal shall permit the animal
to be in distress.
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(3) For the purpose of subsection (2), the owner of an animal or the person in
charge of an animal does not permit the animal to be in distress if the owner or
person in charge takes immediate appropriate steps to relieve the distress.

(4) Subsections (1) and (2) do not apply if the distress, pain, suﬀering or injury
results from an activity carried on in the practice of veterinary medicine, or in
accordance with reasonable and generally accepted practices of animal
management, husbandry or slaughter or an activity exempted by the regulations.

(5) Subsection (3) does not apply if the owner of an animal or the person in charge
of an animal has demonstrated a pattern of causing or permitting any animal to be
in distress.

Debbie Baggs had a litter of Boxer pups that she banded. She was charged under
section 21 (2) with allowing an animal to be in distress.

She was found NOT GUILTY!! The judge determined that banding was in
accordance with ‘generally accepted practices of animal management and
husbandry’ (see section 21 (4)).

This is excellent news as it sets precedent for upcoming cases.

Lindsay Durrant, another Boxer breeder in Nova Scotia, has also been charged
with animal cruelty. Her case will come to trial on March 22nd and it is hoped that
the judge will also rule Not Guilty.
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It will be interesting to see how these cases aﬀect other provinces.

The board will soon be looking for a club, or a few individuals, who would be
willing to hold the 2019 Nationals. Shannon and I can help you put it together. It
can be done by 2-3 people, with maybe 2 more people to help out on the actual
Nationals weekend.

Breeders, please remember to send your puppy families’ info in to CNASA so that
they can enjoy their complimentary one-year membership. And encourage them to
make use of the free ad space! The newsletter is so much more fun when we can
see new puppy pictures or read about their new accomplishments and brags!

Stay warm!

~Shawna
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Zone 2 Report
Happy February CNASA members! As I write this, my little spot on the prairies is
digging out from a recent winter snowstorm, and once again the dogs’ time spent
outside is limited as frostbitten toes are a concern. Like you, and like my Aussie
crew, we are ready for Spring!

After having a look at the Top Dog stats, I can’t help but be proud that the top dog
in Canada for 2017 is right here in Alberta, and asked owner Lorrie Ashley to
reflect on her time with Memphis. This is their story.
“I am honored to have been asked to share with you my journey with Memphis.
I’ve been in Aussies a long time and have had some great dogs but nothing
compares to my heart dog.
February 29, 2016, was the beginning of a new chapter as an agreement was made
with the Hatchers and transfer papers were signed; on March 12 a Facebook
announcement indicated that Memphis was coming to Canada, and arrangements
were made with Jasa and Jason to fly Memphis into Calgary.
I’ll never forget the night I went to pick him up at the airport. It was March 15,
2016. I was so incredibly excited and could hardly contain myself. Most people
don’t know this, but I had never actually seen Memphis in person, only in photos. I
had no idea what he really looked like, what he felt like. I didn’t really know about
his personality other than what Jasa had told me. It was a leap of blind faith. I
8
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opened his crate and out flew this gorgeous dog, jumping and spinning wildly, as if
to say, “I’M HERE!”.
Once we arrived back home to our ranch in Cochrane, Memphis never left my side.
He started right oﬀ by learning the ropes of waiting outside the pens while I fed
the horses. He always kept his eyes on me and then once I came out of the pens he
would get all excited to join me again, as if I’d been gone all day. Memphis soon
became a true farm dog and loved running around with the other dogs. It was as if
he had always been part of the crew.
Jas made an oﬃcial announcement that Memphis was now in Canada. Immediately
there was a long line of people wanting to be my Facebook friend and inquiring
who was going to show him. I was looking forward to showing Memphis myself, so
oﬀ to handling lessons we went. I’ll never forget the look on Larry Clark’s face
when I walked into his class that first night. Then boot camp began for Memphis
and me. Memphis already knew his job; I just had to learn to reach and to stay out
of his way. Our first show was in 2 weeks, the Red Deer and District Kennel Club,
the first weekend in April. I was so nervous with everyone watching and waiting
for the debut of
Memphis. I talked Larry into handling him for me, though it didn’t take much to
convince him. This gave me the chance to see Memphis move, as I had actually
never seen him in the show ring before. That weekend, Memphis received a special
“welcome” gift from a close friend; a personalized dog tag with his name.
Memphis finished his Canadian Championship in June and his Grand
Championship in July. This dog loved to show! Together, Larry Clark and I made
the decision then to campaign Memphis, and I would become his backup handler.
Larry made the comment one day that his benching area had become very busy
with people he didn’t even know. When I asked him why, he said “they’re here to
see Memphis. This dog has his own fan club”.
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We decided to start showing Memphis in the Veterans class as well, and the deal
was that I would show him in those. All I had to do was keep up with Memphis
and have fun with my dog.
Memphis is a food hound. We were at the show in Edmonton and as Memphis was
getting oﬀ of the grooming table and heading for the ring, he grabbed the entire
beef heart oﬀ the table! There was panic to rescue the beef heart and get him to
the ring. But how could anyone be mad at him? When he looks at you with those
eyes, all is quickly forgiven.
Memphis ended the 2016 show year as the #2 Australian Shepherd in Canada with
limited showing; he didn’t begin until halfway through the year. We needed only a
couple of points for the required 100 to work toward the Grand Champion
Excellent to fulfill a goal I had set for Memphis and I. And that was my plan for
the 2017 year; to earn his GCh Excellent. We never set out to campaign, it just
happened. We were having so much fun at the shows and the Memphis fan club
was growing. People were always stopping by to see him at the setup and cheer him
on at ringside. I was truly humbled and filled with pride as I stood ringside with
everyone else watching Larry and Memphis together. The Veterans class is a
separate class but we decided to show in the Breed class as well. Memphis loved to
show and it didn’t matter how many times he was in the ring, he always gave us
110% each time. Memphis loved Larry and would get so excited to see him. He
would rip around and squeal like a pig! You had to be careful or he would knock
you down with his excitement. I’m sure it was all those cheeseburgers Larry bought
him for his wins. What an incredible year 2017 was for Team Memphis!
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MBIS/BISS ASCA/AKC GCHS/CKC GCH Dancin’ Eyes 737 Midnite Ride
finished the year as the #1 Australian Shepherd in Canada, the #1 All Breeds
Veteran, the #6 Group Seven dog, and the # 51 All Breeds dog in the Canadian
rankings.
Between 2016 and 2017, Memphis won three Best in Show and two Best Veteran in
Show concurrently (in the same shows), six Reserve Best in Show, 18 Group First,
25 Group Second, 27 Group Third, and eight Group Fourth ribbons. He won an
amazing total of 25 Best Veteran in Show and 41 Best Veteran in Group.
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As I write this and recall the joy and excitement this very special dog has brought
to my life, it brings tears to my eyes. I am so fortunate to have Memphis and to be
surrounded by such a supportive team. None of this would have been possible
without our incredible friend and handler, Larry Clark. Words cannot express the
gratitude and appreciation I have for all those involved with Team Memphis. Many
tears were shed at the last show of 2017 as this exciting ride was coming to an end
and Memphis’ well-deserved retirement was inevitable.

Memphis has given me more than I could have ever asked for and for that I’m
eternally grateful. Thank you for allowing me to share our story.”

Theresa Casselman
Director Zone 2
Alberta
casselcreek@cciwireless.ca
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Zone 3 Report
Hello from Zone 3
Well since the Nationals we have slowed down a little bit only a little. We have a
booster February 17, 2018 with the Crocus Obedience Kennel Club in Brandon. It
seems forever we have had a show out here.
We are also working on Specialty in Winnipeg at the MCA show in August as well a
possible Specialty in Regina next December! This will be a great opportunity for
CNASA!
On the success of our first herding trial last August we hope to organize another
herding trial! We had a beautiful facility to use and it would be a shame to let it go
to waste.
I’m still looking for high resolution photos from our members which I can use on a
banner at diﬀerent venues. You can email me the photos at my email address.
I just wanted to shout out to CNASA member Dr. Keri Hudson-Reykdal in the
success of her show on Animal Planet “Dr. Keri Prairie Vet”. The show takes place
at Dr. Keri’s practice in The rural town of Ashern, MB. The television crew
followed her putting on spay/neuter clinics throughout the province, her services at
various CKC All Breed Shows, her routine practice and the best part at our past
Nationals!

Shannon Cole
Director Zone 3
MB/SK/NWT
tscole@mymts.net
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Zone 4 Report
Hello to all the CNASA members in Zone 4!!

Welcome to first Quarterly of 2018. Winter on it’s way out, but not before blasting
us a few times…but also giving us some nice, warm days as well. I don’t know about
you, but my dogs and I got out and had fun this winter.

It’s been nice to see some newer people come out and try their hand at dog shows
too. The shows I have been to have seen Aussies doing very well in the ring – often
getting Group placements in a line up of some very nice Herding dogs. Come out
and play!! Whether it be Conformation, Agility, Obedience or Rally-O. We really
do have fun at dog shows.

Speaking of shows….there will be a CNASA Specialty and Booster at the
Kitchener-Waterloo Show May 19 – 21. Our Specialty will be held on May 19th and
will be judged by Mr. Hubenthal from Olofstrom, Sweden. Our Booster will be on
May 20th. Come out and join us!!

Also, along the lines of the Specialty – if you or someone you know has something
they’d like to donate as a prize, please let me know. I am working on some neat
things for prizes, but if you would like to donate a prize – thank you!!

Please keep your latest accomplishments in mind for our newsletter. We LOVE
reading about member brags and seeing members and their dogs succeed in all
aspects of dog ownership.
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As always, you can contact me at any time with questions and concerns. We hope
to see you at a dog event in the near future!!

Before signing oﬀ – here’s a thought….have you recently sold a puppy or adult? Did
you ask the buyers what their plans are for the dog? Whether the dog will be a
constant companion or they want to try their hand in a dog sport – they would
benefit from becoming a CNASA member!! I know I will be including a
membership form in documents I give buyers.

Happy Spring!!

Karen Doughty
Zone 4 Director
Ontario & Nunavut
kdoughty80@icloud.com
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Zone 5 Report
In November 2017 at Loisirs Canins many Australian Shepherds earned Q's. Josée
Fournier and Rose in Obedience novice, Karine Gagné and her dog Happy in
CDX, Julie Plourde with Chet in preNovice and Isabelle Giroux obtained a CD
with her dog Arwen.

On Mars 23 to 25 we will have one obedience trial at the Societe Canine de
Quebec. On April 7 and 8 at Lakeshore Club some Rally-O and Obedience.

About conformation the first show of the spring will be at Windsor in April on the
14th and 15th, Obedience trial will be held there too.

In the Agility world, the Mordus Club will hold a trial on Mars 31 and April 1st.
Some trials will be held at the SNAC too on April 14-15.

Some people began to practice scent detection with their dogs and are having a lot
of fun. The Societe Canine de Quebec will hold a trial on May 12-13.

Congratulations to everyone who progresses in their goals with their dogs.

Julie Plourde
julie.plourde13@gmail.com
Nancy Guerin
nancy.guerin@dusilence.com
Zone 5 Directors
Quebec
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Zone 6 Report
Hello CNASA Members!
Spring is almost here, although here in the Maritimes, it was a pretty mild winter
with very little snowfall compared to the rest of the country. Mud season has
started very early!

Last year we had huge aussie entries at many of our shows so hopefully we will see
a good turn out again this year. It's always nice to have lots of points available in
our breed. Our first show of the year is in Halifax February 23rd to 25th. Good
luck to all that are entered!

I would like to congratulate Phyllis McCullum who has recently achieved the title
of Supreme Performance Champion on her boy, Will. SPCh GCh Sunnyrain
Sequel To A Dream TDX RE. What a great accomplishment!

Angela Slauenwhite
Zone 6 Director
Atlantic Provinces
angelaandcollin@hotmail.com
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Member Brags

From Gina Stetsko:
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Well, are you all as tired as we are, of all this snow & cold weather?
and itching for Spring? Thankfully, Bobbie Lyons has inspired my
commitment to spend more time(warm indoors) on the boys' fitness
program. And, our ultimate 'conditioning' motivator?!! a bunch of great
news about even more local opportunities on sheep, dock diving, and,
hunting gerbils. If Tex's enthusiasm, in scent class, is any
indication, he'll be primed for any 'nosey' sport, while Bizi tries his
hand at Scent Hurdle. Of course, we'll try to continue squeezing in an
agility trial each month, since Tex finally shook the '5 fault monkey'
oﬀ his back, in Jumpers, to earn his SGDC. We are hopeful for some
local CARO trials, especially Working!!, in 2018. Bizi & Tex had such
FUN in Calgary, in December, earning a few challenging Working titles.
These CARO Working Levels have renewed MY interest in Rally :D

Hope you're all busy and keeping warm

Hoppy Easter

Gina and her Boys
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From Bev Hurst:
News from Bev Hurst from 2017

It was a great year for our aussies in 2017 The following dogs are owned and shown
by Bev Hurst CRMCh.ATCh. Lein's Wontstop Tiligetenuf “RAVEN” Added two
more titles bringing her title count to 22 Lein's Play Fast Forward "ONYX" earned
her CGN and HIT at 5 months of age
TuckerCreek's Echos AtLein “ECHO” HIT, CGN CRNCL,RPT earned 3 Titles in
2017
ATCh Lein's XS Ability "CRUMP" earned CKC title bringing his total to 15
Can.Ch.Windmill's Life in the Fast Lane “ROWDY” earned 7 titles bringing his
total to 29
Aussies owned and shown by their owners earned multiple titles and many
qualifying scores toward other titles.
LEIN'S XS POETRY in MOTION earned 3 titles bringing her total to 23 owner
Pat DeRonde
LEIN'S SOLO PLAYS IT TO WINIT earned 2 titles bringing her total to 11
owner Pat DeRonde
MATCh. LEIN'S SAFE AT HOME ONE earned 3 bringing his total to 14 owners
Jessica Hogue & Andrea Nadeau
LEIN'S XS SPEED IN THE FASTLANE owner: Kristin & Bill Backstom The
ASCA 2016-2017 (year end) Merit and Final results for Obedience and Rally ASCA’s
#4 Obedience ODX Merit dog. #3 Obedience ODX Final dog. #2 (tied) Rally
Excellent Merit dog. Bringing his total to 18
LEIN'S ONE KISS IS NEVER ENUFF brought her total to lucky #13 this year
owner Anthea Young Miller
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LEIN'S KARMA MEANT TO BE AT LEIN earned 2 titles this year bringing her
total to 5 owner Jen Baker
LEIN'S POINT TO SIZZLE earned 3 titles bringing his total to 12 Owner Monica
Kalistar OUT for the first time in 2017 from the Cross of ROWDY and RAVEN
LEIN'S DONT STOP THE KISSES earned several q’s this year Owner Hilary
Bray
LEIN'S CANT STOP ME NOW earned several q’s this year and 3 titles Owner
Sheila Casey
LEIN'S NO STOP REQUIRED earned 2 titles this year and 18 Q’s Owner Claire
Barone
CND. Ch. LEIN'S NOTHIN GONNA STOPUS NOW earned 8 titles in his first
season of competition Owner Sandra Cumming
LEIN'S DONT STOP BELIEVIN earned 12 titles in her first year competing
Owner Tracy Kolman
LEIN'S CANT STOP THIS earned 3 titles and multiple q’s in her first season of
competition owner Anthea Young Miller
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Ask Morgan – The Final Column

Words of Wisdom from Morgan
Every house should have an inspector from Puppy
and Pack Services (that’s Child and Family Services
for you humans).
I have witnessed every single litter born here at
Kinring for the last 12 years. Every one! There are no
questions about allowing me in the delivery room. I
watch over each puppy as my Mom weighs, ties oﬀ
the umbilical, and records all of the puppy’s
information. Occasionally I take a placenta for my
troubles…
I continue to monitor puppies for as long as they stay here at Kinring. Puppies are
a lot of work and not all Aussie moms are up to it! I rarely feel that they are clean
enough or have enough to eat, so I spend a lot of time licking them and nursing
them. Again, I don’t tolerate any back talk from the Aussie moms. It's my job! As
they get older someone has to clean up the leftover puppy food (ie. ME!). And then
someone needs to train them. I teach puppies to respect their elders. Sometimes
they are allowed to play, and sometimes they need to practice down stays.
Follow your heart, there’s a true love for everyone. My true love was Cain, CH
Kinring’s All That Attitude. We fell in love as teenagers, got carried away, and I had
a litter of puppies. That was when my Mom found out that our mother Rain was
red factored! Cain and I were blessed with a little red girl and a big red boy (plus a
bunch of black puppies!). Those pups became CH Ziva, CH At’em, CH Molson,
and agility/rally titled Snip. Star crossed lovers….we had another litter, and CH
Miller was born. My Mom requested that Cain and I stay celibate, and that I
consider meeting with CH Kinring’s Let Him Fly CD, Eli. I took a liking to him
and we had a lovely litter of babies, CH Halo, CH Miranda, and CH Reigna. I had
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one last fling with a handsome young man, CH Kinring’s Ticket To The Top RE,
and CH Jaxon and (Mom, get her oﬀ the couch and into the ring) Jannie were
welcomed into the Kinring clan. My daughters were all petite princesses, my sons
take after their fathers.
I’m pretty sure that I have more titled kids, but my Mom can’t remember all of
them right now. She says I’m a Hall Of Fame dam.

Only work with professionals. I started demanding professional services at a young
age. I wanted a professional handler, professional groomer, professional dog walker,
professional dog patters, and professional photographers. It paid oﬀ. I’m a multi
group winner, multi ASCA BOB winner, specialty Award of Merit, and multi
specialty Best Veteran winner.
Mark your territory! Mark it high and mark it often. Ladies, lift that leg!
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Cuddle your Moms. But only dignified, princess cuddles. No slobbery, jumping,
fools. Polite princess kisses on their eyeballs. And when you sleep in hotels, cuddle
your mom but sleep with your eyes open in case of danger. Plus, it freaks out
people that share hotels with your mom.
A final word of warning – the world will end in a Zombie Apocalypse, and it will be
started by the cats! There should be a designated cat watcher in every home. It’s
their job to secretly spy on the cats and check to see if they are showing any signs
of turning into a Zombie.
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The secret to cat spying you ask? Watch them under doors. Lay very still and stare
intently at the crack under doors. Watch their little toes. The changes are subtle,
but you’ll know when you see them. And watch out for Fluﬀy Kitty – he’s definitely
shady, I think he’ll be the first to turn.
That said, every princess should have a cat. I have a kitty that I call Orange Kittae. I do his hair everyday.
Love. Love car rides. Love food. Love rolling in snow. Love getting groomed. Love
showing. Love your cat. Love eating Dad’s work gloves. Love eating laundry. Love
puppies. Love sleeping on the couch and the bed. Love being the boss of the world.
Love always being right. Love yourself.

Love your mom, a deep, devoted, unconditional love.

See you on the other side,

Morgan
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CNASA's Top Dogs for 2017
Congratulations to the owners of our 2017 Top Dogs!

Top Conformation Dog
BIS GCh Novacoast Nothing Comes EZ DNA-VP
Owned by Angela Slauenwhite & Collin Veinot
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Top Herding Dog
SVCh SPCh Ch Casselcreek Good Cop Bad Cop CGN RAE CD FDCh-S SHDM
HAds OTDcd ATDs DNA-VP
Owned by Chelsey Ashton McKenzie
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Top Agility Dog:
CH SPCh DDMCh ATCHc AGMCH Novacoast Love Conquers All ADD BDF
Furthest Catch Silver Award Hic DQ Freestyle Basic DQ Timetrial ADV DQ
Bulleye ADV MXP AGMX AGMXJ RAE DOT EXSt Silver EXSn Silver EX J
Silver EX G Silver Gold Award of Merit VSA JT AGSC ExTr Silver EXSc
Bronze
Owned by JoAnne Brassard, Gerry Brault, Angela Slauenwhite & Collin Veinot
Photo Credit: Daniel Gélinas
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Top Obedience Dog:
MOTCh Ch Kinring's Dueces Are Wild
Owned by Rob Byers & Shawna Wiebe
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Top Rally Dog:
Keechak's Rise Of The Phoenix RE SHD
Owned by Chelsey Ashton McKenzie
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Top Junior Handler:
Mackenzie Cole
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DISC DOGGING 101
Bev Hurst

It is really diﬃcult for me to choose which dog sport that I like the best but my
aussies have made their choice and that is “Disc Doggin” Anything to do with
those round flying objects just gets them into the most happy state of mind or
should I say “highly active state of mind.”

My first disc trial was not a complete disaster but if I had read the rules a little
better and not read 20 feet but the actual distance of 20 metres, the disc may have
actually stayed on course. If I recall correctly one of my “male friends” said I threw
like a girl. DUH! I got razzed pretty hard by my fellow competitors and went home
with a definite goal, to at least place in the disc accuracy game that was to be
oﬀered at the next trial. For disc accuracy, the disc must be thrown in such a
manner that your dog will catch the disc and land in any one of the 4 boxes marked
out on the ground. The more catches in the box, the higher the score. You have
ONE round and 1 minute to get those “box catches”

First I reread the rules, then I set about getting the eye and hand co-ordination
necessary to keep those “round devils” on course. To teach my self to throw
accurately, I used a method that I taught my students for CDX retrieval exercises
and that is to throw to a cone or basket. Similar to throwing a dumbbell, discs must
be thrown so they do not curve to the left or right or go too high or too low. How
you release the disc is very important. There are several websites that oﬀer advice
on how to hold and release the disc properly and for diﬀerent types of competition
such as freestyle disc.
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I began by placing the basket out at 10 meters and in diﬀerent locations at the 10
meter line. I increased the distance by 5 meters ONLY when I could get 95%
throws on target. (Wind does sometimes play a factor when throwing discs). I
eventually was able to throw to a 25 meter distance. Those 30 and over throws were
more diﬃcult but to date I can get 85% of the throws over the 30 meter mark.

Behaviour of importance is to get your dog to release the disc as the event is timed
and you can eat up that time quickly with a dog who does not want to relinquish
that toy. I was also training my dogs to go around me and straight out in front of
me and “look” for the disc. It is important in those long throws that the dog has a
head start. I also would throw discs to the left or right and give the dog the
command “look” to cue them that the disc was not right in front. “Get Out” also
cues the dog to go further away from you if the dog is not far enough out to catch
the throw.

Encouraging your dog to come back quickly with the disc can be done by always
having a tug in hand when he/she is coming in as it is more time eﬀective if the dog
brings the disc back to you rather than you having to go and get the disc if he/she
drops it before crossing the throw line. I did try holding a second disc in hand also
and that did not work as well for my dogs as they would just drop the first disc and
wait for me to throw the second one. Catch and release is part of “Freestyle Disc”
and that’s a whole other story but my dogs were working on that also which got
them mixed up when they saw more than one disc. Those “aussies” think too
much.

So oﬀ I go with my two dogs “Cutter and Cricket” to the disc trial to redeem
myself. In the distance disc classes my dogs did very well and earned 1 Q each
(that’s all you can get in one trial) and placed 1St and 3rd in their divisions. Next
onto the “accuracy test” and there were several of the “male competitors” who
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razed me at the last trial entered. I was able to get 4 out of 5 throws with my dogs
landing in the box. I was pretty happy with that and “over the top” when I won the
class and was able to suggest that maybe they should learn how to” throw like a
girl”.

My dogs do really well in disc because they love the game. My job is to get the disc
out there so they can enjoy doing what they love best. It does not matter to me if
they catch it or not, if they place or win. It’s that smile on their face at the end of
the round and the bounce in their step that tells me that no matter their age or
their accuracy in catching, they had a blast.

I teach puppies to first track the disc by using the roller method as seen in the
picture below…you can see the intensity of the pups. I will then progress to letting
them take the disc out of my hand at a low level and then a little higher. It is best
to be on your knees and at their level to start. They soon progress to chasing and
catching the disc in the air. You can use a long line to get them to come back to you
with the disc but I find that they soon figure out that if they bring the disc back
chances are you will throw it again.

There are so many diﬀerent types of Frisbees (disc) available. I will list a few styles
but can’t hope to cover all of them.

Competition discs which are generally harder and puncture easily and are standard
for competitions which the host club usually supplies to its competitors.

Chewbers are made of recycled rubber and great for playing and training at home
and easy on your dogs canines but are not good for competition. Soft Flite by
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Hyperflite as show n puppy shots is super for training puppies. Hyperflite discs
come in many styles an colors I love the Jawz which are really strong and hard to
puncture and come in many colors. WhamO discs also come in every color, size,
and type you can think of.

Disc can be specially designed to resist cold or UV rays and others that glow in the
dark.

There many diﬀerent throws and many variations of those throws that can include
over or under the body, over or under the legs and arms and even mouth catches.
(dentists must love those)

“AIRBRUSH”: the handler makes a short toss (to himself) then redirects the disc
with either foot or hand bck to the dog

“BACK HAND”: great for distance, tricks and accuracy

“BOOMERANG”: is a throw which brings the disc back to the handler…Not one
that I have been able to perfect.

“BUTTERFLY”” requires a snap of the wrist which causes the disc to flip end over
end. One of the more diﬃcult ones for the dog to catch as it presents a spinning
motion.

“FLIP”: The dog can flip backward or forward and catches the disc before landing.
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“JUGGLING”” is where the dog to catches and releases very quickly. There can be
any number of discs used but two discs seem to be the norm. The handler tosses
the disc while directly in front of the dog in a “toss-catch” motion just like a
juggler. Dog must be taught to release the disc almost as soon as he/she catches it
in order to catch the next juggled disc. The handler must catch the disc before it
touches the ground.

“MULTIPLES” are similar to juggling but the dog releases the disc to the ground
instead of the hand.

“MULTIPLE DISCS”: the dog catches one two or more discs simultaneously
WITHOUT releasing them

OVERS” refer to tricks where the dog jumps an arm, leg or body of the handler.

“PUSH TOSS”” uses two hands to push and rotate the disc away from the handler
and is a short throw

“ROLLER” “is used to teach puppies to chase the disc, as well as the “SLIDER”.
The” Roller” is thrown in such a manner as it rolls on its edge enabling the puppy
to chase and catch the upright edge of the disc. The “Slider” is thrown so it skims
the ground and encourages the puppy to chase it.

SIDEARM THROW: more advanced throw using three fingers to hold disc
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“SKIP”:The handler cuases the disc to hit the ground an dbounce back into the air
for the dog to catch.

STALLS: the dog vaults onto the handlers body and waits or stalls until the disc is
released.

TAPPING: (tipping) the handler throws the disc to the dog and the dog uses his
nose to tap the disc back to the handler. One of the more diﬃcult behaviors as it is
natural for the dog to want to catch the disc rather than tap it back to the handler.

“UNDERS”: refers to tricks where the dogs goes under the leg, arm or body of the
handler or scoots thru the legs.

“UPSIDE DOWN SLIDERS”: good tool to train puppies to track the disc and
easy for the pup to pick up as the edge is upwards.

“UPSIDEDOWN THROW” is usually thrown with a 15º or 45º bank depending
on wind conditions.

“VAULTING”: not for the faint of heart. The dog used the body of the handler to
launch itself into the air. The disc must leave the handlers hand before the dog
completes the jump so that the dog can maintain the projector. Many handlers
wear protective gear as the dogs dig in with their back feet to vault oﬀ of the
handler. Back Vaults-Leg Vault-Chest Vault-Hip- Vault-Catapult Vault.
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Some Terms Used in the Disc Dog World

Anhyzer refers to the bank angle of the disc used by right handed throwers to
cause the disc to arc the right as it slows down.

Butterlips: refers to a dog that catches the disc then drops it

Custered: when a disc routine is interrupted by a wayward spectator or canine

Face Skid: what happens when a dog tries to catch a worm burner (see term below

Flyby: when a dog completely misses a catch

Jawtograph: bite marks left on a disc by a canine

Porcupine: a severely damaged disc

Wind Dummy: first person to compete on a windy day

Worm Burner: disc thrown to low and fast for the dog to catch)
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Hyzer refers to the bank angle of the disc used by right handed throwers to
counteract the disc arcing to the right as it slows down.

Diﬀerent Associations

Canadian Disc Dog Association: (CDDA) Your dog can earn titles based on the
number of points your dog accumulates.

Flying Disc Dog Open (FDDO) Hyperflite Skyhoundz World Disc Championship

International Disc Dog Handlers Association ( IDDHA)

U.S. Disc Dog Nationals (USDNN)

UFO Bev Hurst is a Breeder of Australian Shepherds & professional trainer
www.k9101.ca

Several of her Australian Shepherds have Disc Dog Excellent titles under CDDA
rules
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Dogs featured in this article

“Raven”

"Crump"
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In the Mode
How traits pass in dogs, lines and breeds

by C.A. Sharp

First published in Double Helix Network News Fall 2002, Rev. March 2013

What dog breeders do is not breeding dogs; normal, healthy dogs can do that
without any assistance from us. Breeders manipulate genes, encouraging some to
pass on from generation to generation while at the same time trying to prevent
others from doing so. With somewhere around 25-30 thousand canine genes to
work with and, for most of them, no way to know for sure exactly which versions,
called alleles, a particular dog carries we are not doing much more than rolling dice
unless we develop a thorough understanding of modes of inheritance: How genes
flow from a dog to it’s oﬀspring, as well as down through generations of a line or
breed.
Single-gene modes of inheritance

Inheritance from parent to oﬀspring is the most basic and easiest to understand
form of gene transmission. Every dog has two copies of each autosomal gene.
(Autosomal genes are those that are not on the sex chromosomes.) One of these
copies came from its father and the other from its mother. What combination of
alleles it has is its genotype. How the alleles interact with each other, other genes
and the environment will determine what traits you will see in the dog, referred to
as phenotype.
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The most basic mode of inheritance is simple dominance. Black vs. liver color is a
classic example. The allele for black is dominant; the allele for liver is recessive. If
a dog has at least one copy of the dominant black allele, it will be black. For a dog
to be liver, a color produced by the recessive allele, it must have two copies. A
black dog might produce liver puppies if it carried a recessive allele, but a liver dog
cannot produce black puppies unless bred to a black.

You cannot tell from appearance whether a dog exhibiting a dominant phenotype
like black is also carrying a recessive allele. However, knowing the phenotypes of
dogs in its pedigree can give you an indication of whether it might carry the
recessive. If a black dog has a liver parent you know that black dog is
heterozygous, meaning it has two diﬀerent alleles. Such a dog will produce liver if
bred to another dog with at least one copy of the liver allele. It has a 50/50 chance
of giving a liver allele to each of its pups.

When looking at pedigrees and thinking about autosomal dominant or recessive
traits, the breeder should follow the pedigree back step by step along each path of
ancestry and note where he first encounters a dog he knows was either one or two
copies of the recessive allele. In most cases 4 or 5 generations will be suﬃcient.
The closer up an ancestor with the recessive is, the more likely it will have been
inherited. Dogs which exhibit the trait have two copies of the recessive allele and
will always pass the trait but a carrier which has only one may or may not. If you
don’t know the genotype of the dominant phenotype individuals that lie between
that ancestor and your dog, you can’t know for sure if the recessive was passed
along or not. The farther back the carrier is, the less likely the gene will have
passed on.

By knowing how many and how far back are the ancestors that you know carried a
recessive trait, it is possible to precisely calculate the probability that a dog has
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inherited the recessive allele. Even the math phobic can have a good idea of what
could happen just by studying the pedigree. However there is one factor those
who don’t want to mess with math need to keep in mind. We tend to think of
probability being halved with each generation: Half the genes come from each
parent, a quarter from each grandparent, an eighth from each great-grandparent,
and so on. This often leads people to the erroneous conclusion that the oﬀspring
of two carriers of a recessive trait all have a 50-50 chance of carrying the recessive
allele. This is not the case.

Matings of carriers can produce four allele combinations: Homozygous (two
copies) dominant, homozygous recessive, paternally inherited dominant
heterozygote (one copy) and maternally inherited dominant heterozygote. Three
quarters of these are phenotypically dominant. In our black/liver example, that
would be three black puppies for every liver. Among the black puppies, two out of
three will be carrying the liver allele. Therefore, the odds for carrying liver in any
black pup out of such a cross are not 50/50 but 2 out of 3.

If a recessive trait is something you want, you can use this process to determine
how likely you are to be able to produce it in a litter. You can increase the
likelihood that it will happen through your mating choices. Conversely, if you do
not want to produce the trait you can eliminate the risk of producing it by
breeding known or possible carriers to dogs you know are homozygous dominant.

Some genes have an incomplete dominant mode of inheritance. In this case each
genotype will have a distinct phenotype, with the heterozygote being intermediate
to the dominant and recessive phenotypes. The merle color pattern is an excellent
example of this. Dogs with two recessive alleles are not merle, heterozygotes will
be merle patterned, and those with two dominant alleles not only have merle
patterning but frequently have considerable amounts of white markings and almost
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always have serious eye defects and deafness. Since the phenotype always indicates
the genotype, the breeder will know what alleles the dog has by looking at it.

If alleles are co-dominant, their traits will both be expressed in the heterozygote.
The genes in the Major Histocompatibility Complex, which governs important
aspects of the immune system, are co-dominant. Both maternal and paternal
alleles will be active. In the case of MHC genes, it means the dog has a bigger
arsenal to protect itself against disease than a dog whose MHC genes are mostly
homozygous.

Some genes have more than two alleles. Dominance between them may be simple,
co-dominant or incomplete. The gene that produces golden/yellow coat color and
black masks has a clear dominance hierarchy among its alleles. The most dominant
allele will not produce mask or yellow, so dogs that have one copy will have coat
color determined by other genes. The most recessive allele, when homozygous,
results in hair that is yellowish, as in Golden Retrievers and yellow Labradors. The
middle allele in the series is for a mask. Any dog that has at least one copy of his
allele and does not have a copy of the most dominant allele will have yellow hair
with a darker mask on the face. The color of the mask will depend on what other
color genes the dog has.

If the multiple alleles are incompletely dominant, heterozygotes will be
intermediate in phenotype to the two alleles resulting in a continuum of phenotype
expression with the phenotype of a specific individual dependent on which pair of
alleles it had. (White markings were once thought to be due to this type of
inheritance, but recent genomics research has found that there are at least two
major and distinct white marking genes.)
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Not all breeds will have all alleles possible for a particular gene. Knowing which
ones your breed has can be important. For years Australian Shepherd breeders
have been selecting against yellow, dilute, and sable because the colors are
disqualifying though they did occur early in breed history. As a result sable is
absent or nearly so because it is dominant to tan trim and most Aussies have tan
trim. Both yellow and dilute (blue or Isabella) do occur but are rare.

There are two other proposed single-gene autosomal modes of inheritance:
Dominant with incomplete penetrance and dominant with variable expressivity.
With the former, a dog can have the genotype but sometimes will not. In the
latter, when or how trait presents can vary considerably. As more and more is
learned about how genes interact with each other and the environment, as well as
how specific genes are structured and function, it is apparent that neither of these
modes of inheritance actually arises solely from a single gene.

Inheritance of genes on the sex chromosomes diﬀers from that of autosomal genes
because the sex chromosomes come in two diﬀerent forms: X and Y. Female
mammals have two X chromosomes while males have an X and a Y. The Y
chromosome contains only a very few genes, all of them are related to specifically
male traits. The X chromosome contains a normal number of genes that produce a
wide variety of traits not related to the sex of the individual. However, only one
copy of the X can work in any given cell, so females are a “mosaic.” Which X
operates in each cell is randomly determined during development. This can be
most clearly seen in calico cats, in which black and orange are phenotypes
produced by diﬀerent alleles of the same X chromosome gene. Whether a calico
cat has a black patch or an orange one at some particular spot on her body will
depend on which of her X chromosomes was turned oﬀ in an embryologic ancestor
cell. The exact pattern will have no bearing on what she might produce beyond
being an indicator that she has the potential to pass on both black and orange
alleles.
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If a particular X allele produces a disease, like hemophilia, it will occur most
frequently in male oﬀspring who have only one X. Females’ mosaicism provides
them with suﬃcient normal cells that they will be healthy. (In the unlikely case of
a female homozygote for hemophilia, whose father would have to be a hemophiliac
himself, she would in most cases die during development. If she did make it to
birth she would hemorrhage to death no later then her first heat cycle. )

If a male has an X-linked disease, this is the only time (other than with traits that
are clearly autosomal dominant) that a stud owner can truthfully and accurately
insist that her stud was not responsible for the problem. These diseases are
inherited from mother to son. Each daughter of such a mother has a 50/50 chance
of herself being a carrier. The mother of a carrier is probably also a carrier and the
health status of her sons should be examined. However, genes for hemophilia and
some other X-linked diseases mutate with unusual frequency so one cannot assume
that all the bitches on the direct female line were carriers.

Another form of inheritance in which sex plays a role is imprinting. With
imprinted genes, the phenotype will be determined by which parent the gene was
inherited from. This mode of inheritance is not common and all imprinted genes
discovered thus far are involved with development or reproduction. There is also
evidence that epigenetics, a form of gene regulation that can be influenced by
environment, may play a role in these traits.

Multiple Genes

Unfortunately, most traits are not inherited in a simple, single-gene fashion. Many
are polygenic, resulting from the action of multiple genes. Often environment can
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influence these traits to some degree. At the present time, there is no way to know
the genotype of any particular dog for any polygenic trait. The best the breeder
can do is make an educated guess. Phenotypes in polygenic traits represent a
continuum, rather than a series of similar but more or less distinct types. Canine
hip dysplasia (HD) is a prime example. Dogs can have hip joint conformation that
ranges from superior to abysmal. Two sound dogs can produce dysplastic oﬀspring
and dysplastics can produce sound pups.

With polygenic traits the parental contribution can be unequal. A parent with just
one or a few genes that produce the trait may have oﬀspring that exhibit it if
mated to a dog that has all the rest. Or the trait may show up after many
generations of absence because the right combination of genes finally happened to
fall together. With polygenic traits a breeder must consider the history of the trait
in the family, rather than in the pedigree. Dogs that have a family history of the
HD (aﬀected siblings, cousins, aunts/uncles or nephews/nieces) are more likely to
produce HD than dogs which do not. The more aﬀected relatives there are, the
greater the risk.

This kind of family analysis can be useful for producing desired traits as well as
avoiding those not wanted. For example, if a dog has an excellent front and
comes from a family of excellent fronts, it is less likely to produce incorrect fronts
than a similar quality dog that has unusually good front conformation for its family.

Sometimes genes that do not interact with each other produce traits that are
nearly always found together. Such genes are linked, occurring close together on
the same chromosome. Chromosomal near-neighbors are unlikely to become
separated as the genes are shuﬄed prior to formation of sperm and eggs. If a
breeder observes that she cannot find a dog that has a trait she likes without it also
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having some other thing that she does not like, it may be that the traits are linked.
She may have to live with the one if she wants to have the other.

The genetics of the immune system are both polygenic and linked in an extreme
degree. The Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) is a set of linked genes
that inherited as a unit called a haplotype. The higher a dog’s level of inbreeding
and the more recently that inbreeding has occurred, the greater the probability
that the MHC haplotypes will be the same or very similar. This can result in an
impaired immune system, autoimmune diseases, and reproductive problems. Risk
of producing aﬀected oﬀspring is greatly reduced if the breeder makes an eﬀort to
produce heterozygous haplotypes by monitoring the degree of inbreeding through
the use of coeﬃcient of inbreeding (COI) calculations on proposed litters and
opting for suitable mates that will produce lower COIs.

Environmental eﬀects

Genes do not act in a vacuum. The environment a dog experiences in the womb
and throughout its life impacts the action of its genes. Even things experienced by
parents may have epigenetic eﬀects on the oﬀspring. Dogs are born with a certain
genetic potential. Whether and how much that inheritance comes to fruition
depends on where it and its parents live and what it experiences, both mentally and
physically. The genetic contribution is often described as the “heritability” of a
trait.

Heritability is a measure of how much phenotypic variation in a trait results from
genes, rather than environmental eﬀects. Heritability estimates for hip dysplasia
vary by the type of exam used, ranging from 54-76% depending on the focus of the
exam (PennHip’s distraction index was 61% and OFA’s extended hip joint
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radiograph was 76%)1 meaning most of what you see in your dogs’ hip joint
conformation is the result of genes rather than diet or exercise, the two most
important environmental factors. The higher the heritability, the more control
the breeder has over the trait.

Some inherited traits, notably chronic autoimmune diseases, require an
environmental trigger. The dog must have the genes before it will have the
disease; however it is possible that a dog will never develop disease if it never
encounters something that triggers the immune system to start attacking its own
body. Such conditions are said to be genetically predisposed. As with traits of
high heritability, the genes must be there in order to produce the trait, no matter
what the environmental conditions.

Lines and Breeds

Understanding inheritance in individuals is only the first step a breeder needs to
make. Each individual dog is part of a larger population from which its mates will
be selected and of which its oﬀspring will become a part. Not every breed will
have every allele possible for each gene. MHC haplotypes are an example of this.
The genes tend to have far more alleles than do other types of genes. Pure breeds
have fewer haplotypes than do mongrels because the breeds are a closed subset of
the species. How few haplotypes a breed has depends on its history and how much
it has been subject to the eﬀects of popular sires and prominent kennels.

Selection criteria need to be suﬃciently broad, encompassing not just physical
attributes, but health, behavior and temperament. Strong selection for or against a
particular trait or a few traits can skew a gene pool and inadvertently result in the
lowered frequency or elimination of some alleles while at the same time increasing
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or “fixing” others. (An allele is fixed in a population if it is the only one present;
color gene alleles causing solid black body color are fixed in the Schipperke.) Fixed
genes may be good or bad, depending on what those alleles happen to do.

Breeding according to the current fashion via selecting for this year’s winning
“look,” or the excessive use of a popular sire or the output of a prominent kennel
can likewise skew a breed gene pool and result in unintended consequences. The
smaller the breed population, the greater the eﬀect narrow selection criteria and
breeding for fashion will have.

A line is an extended family of dogs. It is developed by some degree of inbreeding
and thus will necessarily lead to a sub-set of the alleles present in the breed. The
composition of this sub-set can be altered through the same things that will alter
allele frequency in the breed. Since a line is necessarily a smaller population the
eﬀects can be more drastic. Desired traits can be made fairly uniform in a
relatively few generations, particularly those that are easily observed and not much
influenced by environment. However, unwanted traits may become intractable
features: Epilepsy became just such a problem in show line and some working line
Australian Shepherds in little over a decade.

New (or lost) alleles can be brought into a line by the simple expedient of
outcrossing. On a breed-wide scale, however, this can be diﬃcult in our current
system of closed registries. For breeds with wide geographic distribution, imports
may provide sources of fresh genetic material provided the exporting country’s
registry is considered acceptable, the populations are not already substantially
related, and the populations have not diverged in type to the point that breeders in
each country consider the dogs in the other unsuitable. In a few cases the
American Kennel Club has allowed significant additions of fresh stock at the
request of member clubs, most notably the admission of a few African tribal
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Basenjis and the acceptance, via the Field Dog Studbook, of some Salukis of recent
desert origin from a small US registry. But for some breeds, there is nowhere to go
without cross-breeding with another breed of similar type. This was done with
several European breeds after they were pushed to the brink of extinction by one
or both World Wars.

The breeder’s task is to eﬀectively utilize what is known about modes of
inheritance for breed traits, both positive and negative, in order to produce quality
dogs that not only meet his competitive or performance goals but which are also
physically and mentally healthy. He must at all times remember that he does not
act in isolation. Whatever he does will have an impact on breeders that follow.
The greater his success, the greater his impact for good or for ill will be.

___________

1. Z. Zhang, L. Zhu, J. Sandler, et al, “Estimations of heritabilities, genetic
correlations, and breeding values for four traits that collectively define hip
dysplasia in dogs”, American Journal of Veterinary Radiology, Vol. 70, No. 4, April
2009, pp. 483-492
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Muddy Waters: The Confusion Surrounding DNA Health Screening
by C.A. Sharp
Aussie Muddy Pup MontiFirst published in Double Helix Network News Summer
2008, Rev. May 2013

It all seemed so simple at first: DNA tests would allow breeders to identify
carriers. Valuable dogs carrying unwanted genes which formerly might have been
removed from breeding programs could be bred because breeders could determine
the genotypes of prospective mates and eliminate the possibility of producing
aﬀected oﬀspring. We and our dogs would live happily ever after.
Scientists warned us it wasn’t going to be that simple. We are fast reaching the
point where we have to face this unwanted fact. This new realization has muddied
our once-crystal waters, causing some to question the value of particular tests, or
even DNA health tests altogether.
These tests are an invaluable breeders’ resource, but a breeder must develop a
thorough understanding of what test results tell us, so she can interpret and apply
those results for the benefit of her breeding program. At the moment tests seem
to be multiplying like free-ranging dogs but sources of detailed and readily
accessible information on applying test results are sketchy.
Prior to writing this article, I did a Google search on “canine DNA health tests” to
see what might be out there already. I went through ten pages of listings and most
were links to various labs oﬀering tests (many for “heritage” tests that have no
direct bearing on health.) I found a few articles aimed at the general public and
some links to scientific publications, but nothing aimed at breeders. There are
some resources out there, probably beyond Google’s 10th page, but they are
crowded oﬀ the higher listings by all the commercial links. Even the labs oﬀering
these tests often provide little or no information on how a breeder should apply
them. It’s pretty much up to breeders to do the digging and educate themselves.
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Calm and Clear: Recessive, Dominant and X-Linked Trait Tests
The earlier DNA tests, like the one for Collie Eye Anomaly – Choroidal
Hypoplasia (CEA-CH) focused on recessive mutations. CEA occurs in a variety of
collie-type breeds, as well as Lancashire Heelers, Nova Scotia Duck Tolling
Retrievers, and Long-haired Whippets. Dogs with two copies of the mutation
have CEA, those with one are normal carriers and those with none are clear.
When there is a DNA test, all a breeder has to do to make sure he never produces
a puppy with a recessive disease like CEA is breed carriers only to mates that have
been DNA tested clear. In this instance the mutation can be viewed as a minor
fault: Preference should be given to clear dogs over carriers in breeding. Over
several generations the frequency of the mutation can be significantly lowered if
most breeders take this approach.
When there is a test for a common recessive disease, all breeding stock should be
tested. If the disease is uncommon, as with the progressive rod-cone degeneration
(PRCD) form of Progressive Retinal Atrophy in Australian Shepherds, or if use of a
test and careful breeding decisions have markedly reduced the frequency of a
formerly common mutation (think what could be done with CEA in Collies,)
testing could then be confined to only those dogs with known family history of the
disease or with relatives that have been DNA tested as carriers.
There are also tests for simple dominant traits like the form of PRA found in
English Mastiﬀs and Bullmastiﬀs. (There are multiple genetically distinct forms of
PRA.) Dominant traits pass from an aﬀected parent to its oﬀspring: Half of them
will inherit the mutation if it has only one copy and all of them if it has two.
Dominant traits that are obvious under a year of age are easy to eliminate simply
by not breeding aﬀected animals. However, PRA and some other dominant traits
can’t be detected until a dog is already breeding age. A DNA test enables breeders
to identify these dogs before they can be clinically diagnosed and before they are
bred.
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There are no normal carriers with a dominant mutation. The dog is either normal
(clear of the mutation) or aﬀected. Fortunately, the frequency of genes for
dominant diseases in most breed populations will be much lower than what is
typical for recessive traits because there are no normal carriers who might slip
unidentified into a pedigree.
All breeding stock should be tested for simple dominant mutations. Any which
have even one copy of the mutation withdrawn from breeding, unless the mutation
is so common in a breed that a significant portion of dogs are aﬀected. After a
generation or two the frequency of the mutation will be so reduced that it will only
be necessary to test dogs with a known family history of the disease or with
relatives that are known, via the DNA test, to have the mutation.
If the mutation is very common, dogs with two copies should be withdrawn from
breeding. Those with one should be used only with clear-tested mates. If age of
onset of the disease varies, hold oﬀ breeding dogs with single mutations until they
are past the average age of onset, if at all possible. Over time, the number of clear
dogs available will increase and use of dogs with the mutation can be phased out.
Yet another form of PRA, found in Samoyeds and Siberian Huskies, is X-linked,
meaning the gene is on the X chromosome. All males with the mutation and
females with two copies of it will be aﬀected. Females with only one copy will be
carriers; half of their sons will be aﬀected and half of their daughters will be
carriers. Common knowledge indicates that eliminating carrier bitches solves the
problem. However, if an X-linked disease does not arise until an animal is breeding
age, even aﬀected males may produce oﬀspring before the disease is identified.
Any dog or bitch found to have an X-linked mutation should be withdrawn from
breeding. Even though carrier females will be normal, they will produce aﬀected
males. X-linked diseases are rarely common, so diligent use of the test combined
with removing dogs with the mutation from the breeding pool should eﬀectively
eliminate the mutation from a breed. Mothers of aﬀected males are obligate
carriers so do not require testing. However, their dams (X-linked mutations tend
to occur spontaneously so the dam of a carrier may be clear) and other oﬀspring
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should be. If the disease is late-onset, their sires should be tested, too. Female
oﬀspring of aﬀected males should be tested but their sons are obligate clear.
Ripples in the Stream: Incomplete Dominant Traits
Not every dominant gene follows the simple inheritance pattern noted above. One
of the exceptions is an incomplete dominant, like the Multi-Drug Resistance 1
(MDR1) gene, in which the intensity of a trait is greater when two copies of the
mutation are present. Dogs with two copies of the MDR1 mutation are highly—
sometimes fatally—sensitive to a number of drugs. But even dogs with one copy of
the mutation will react to some of these drugs. This mutation also aﬀects several
collie-type breeds, but is also found in German Shepherd Dogs, Long-haired
Whippets and Silken Windhounds.
MDR1 is in a diﬀerent class from other health-impacting mutations in that it does
not cause a disease. If we did not give our dogs pharmaceuticals it would not be a
problem at all. Therefore, having even two copies of the mutation is not a reason
to withhold the dog from breeding, though it should be considered faulty and
eﬀorts made to breed away from it.
If tests are developed for relatively minor health issues or for cosmetic defects, as
with unacceptable coat colors, dogs identified as having those mutations might
continue to be bred, though only with clear-tested mates.
However, if an incomplete dominant mutation did cause a disease, the same
breeding and testing advice should be followed as for a simple dominant test, as
noted above.
Mud in the Water: Polygene traits, Genes of Major Eﬀect, and Risk Factors
Science and technology are finally getting to the point where serious molecular
DNA studies of gene interactions can be undertaken. With polygenic traits,
multiple genes contribute to the dog’s phenotype (what is observed in the dog.) At
this point there are no tests for polygene traits, but when they are developed
breeders will have to understand how each impacts the disease and select mates
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with a combination of gene versions that won’t produce the disease when mixed
with the combination the breeder’s dog has.
Sometimes the actions of one gene may be more critical than the others that play a
role in a disease. CEA, long thought to be due to a single gene, is actually an
example of this. The mutation we can test for only causes one of the CEA defects
but without two copies of that mutation the dog won’t have CEA. The other (still
unidentified) genes only contribute to the trait if two copies of the CEA-CH
mutation are present. Because of this, it is for all practical breeding concerns, a
recessive. However, it is possible that some genes of major eﬀect may usually, but
not always, be present in aﬀected dogs. Until the other genes or factors involved
are identified the breeder will have to accept that sometimes the DNA test,
though important, will not totally prevent occurrence of the disease. Genes for
diseases like this are often said to have incomplete penetrance.
Another type of gene that has incomplete penetrance is the risk factor gene – a
gene that will significantly increase risk of having the disease. A mutation of the
HSF4 gene is a major contributor to cataracts, causing a 17 fold increase in risk for
hereditary cataract in the Australian Shepherd. The mutation is dominant and
most Aussies with cataracts have it, but some do not. To further stir up the muck,
many dogs with the mutation never develop cataracts. As of this writing, other
genes that contribute to cataract formation in Aussies have not been identified.
Some Aussie breeders have expressed reluctance to use the HSF4 test because the
result is not clear-cut like it is for the CEA, PRA and MDR1 tests they have grown
accustomed to. This attitude is short-sighted.
Water Clarifier: What To Do When a Mutation is Found
Screening of related dogs will be necessary if a dog is identified, either by clinical
diagnosis or through DNA test results, as having a mutation. Guidelines for
specific types of inheritance have already been discussed, but what should an
individual breeder do if she learns there is a problem in one of her dogs?
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It isn’t necessary to immediately test every dog in the kennel or every dog the
kennel ever produced. When a rock is thrown into a pool, rings of water move out
from the point of impact. They stop where the water ends. The search pattern for
mutations is similar to those outward-spreading rings.
If a dog has a mutation, all of its full siblings are at risk and any that are potential
breeding stock should be tested. If the trait, as with the MDR1 mutation, presents
a serious future health risk, all siblings should be tested. Once this is
accomplished, start to work up and down stream.
If the originally-identified dog and its siblings only have one copy of the mutation
it is probable that one parent is clear and the other has the mutation, but you won’t
know which without testing them. Even if you test one and it has the mutation,
the other should still be tested because this does not prove that it is not clear.
However if one parent tests clear, the other parent is an obligate carrier because it
is the only one that could have passed the mutation to its oﬀspring. You won’t
need to test it because you know its status.
When clear individuals are identified, testing of further relatives related to the
original dog only through the clear is unnecessary.
If the original dog or any of its siblings have two copies of the mutation, both
parents must have at least one copy. Whether to test them or not will depend on
whether they are still active breeding or if results will indicate a serious health
concern for the dog itself. In either of these cases it will be important to
determine if the dog has one copy of the mutation or two.
A similar approach applies to oﬀspring of any dog known to have at least one copy
of a mutation. If it has one copy, roughly half of the oﬀspring will have inherited it;
if it has two, all of them will. Whether to test just breeding stock or all dogs will
depend on the health impact of the disease.
Continue outward testing siblings then parents and/or oﬀspring as outlined above
until clear dogs are identified or the dogs are deceased or owned by someone else.
In the latter case, you should inform the owners of their dogs’ potential for having
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the mutation and suggest that they test it. Even with deceased dogs, it may be
possible to determine status by using frozen semen as a test sample if the
laboratory involved will accept it. Semen from deceased dogs is a limited resource,
but if the mutation in question can cause a serious disease, anyone using that
semen needs to be aware of the dog’s genotype.
Another way to be sure you have sample material available to test after your dog is
gone is through the Canine Health Information Center’s DNA Repository.
Clean Water Acts: Best Practices for DNA Test Application
DNA screening tests, even for complex traits, provide concrete information about
the genotypes of tested dogs. This data is far more valid and useful that
assumptions drawn from pedigree data alone. Recognizing this, the Orthopedic
Foundation for Animals will register the results of many DNA health screening
tests.
While the acts of individual breeders can help improve breed health through the
use of DNA screening tests, the best results can only be reached through
teamwork. This can be on the level of cooperating breeder groups, but will be
most eﬀective if applicable DNA tests are viewed to be as necessary as hip and eye
evaluations. Ideally, breed club Health and Genetics committees should develop
recommendations for what tests breeders should use and how to apply them. The
Australian Shepherd Health & Genetics Institute, Inc. has developed a health
screening protocol that includes DNA tests along with the more traditional health
exams.
DNA tests are not a panacea and they may not always give us easy answers. Even
so, they provide a much more eﬀective tool for making informed breeding
decisions than the process of educated guesswork that has prevailed up to now. If
breeders and breed clubs start now to clear the waters surrounding this new
technology, our dogs will be better for it.
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